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Dressed for Success
I N JANUARY A FRIEND ofmine, who is an editor at amajor New York City pub-lishing house, went to one of
her company's biannual sales conferences.
She departed full of ideas about books on
feminism--books about feminist psychol-
ogy, about socialist feminism, about
women and culture. After a week in Puerto
Rico, she returned well tanned and well
-deflated, She told me that when she
explained her ideas to the company's
salespeople, they did not respond enthu-
siastically. They insisted that women's
books were still high on their list andso was
feminism .. But the kinds of books they-felt»
would sell and the feminism they described
had little to do with my friend's political
ideals.
What publishers are looking for these
days isn't radical feminism. It's corporate
feminism-sa brand offeminism designed to
sell books and magazines, three-piece suits,
airline tickets, Scotch, cigarettes and, most
important, corporate America's message,
which runs: Yes, women were dis-
criminated against in the past, but that
unfortunate mistake has been remedied;
now every woman can attain' wealth,
prestige and power by dint of individual
rather than collective effort.
At a time when hundreds of thousands of
women are still trying to realize the ideals
of radical feminism, business has set about
redefining and depoliticizing. one of the
most compelling social movements of the'
late twentieth century. Indeed, what has
happened to reformist feminism in the past
decade is perhaps the most dramatic
example of American capitalism's genius at
defusing protest by winning the protesters
over to the very values and institutions they
once attacked.
Evidence of the success of this effort is
not hard to find. Ten years ago, you could
walk into any large bookstore and browse
among shelves of books and magazines
carrying the kind of message- my editor
friend longs to publish. Today, things. are
different. Walk into any large bookstore
and you'll find racks of primers. on
appropriate managerial and entrepreneurial
conduct. Covers with clenched fists and
feminist' symbols are no longer in vogue.
Now. we have photographs of 'smartly
dressed women standing in· front of
imposing desks in elegant but efficiently
furnished offices. This role model of
. success--a tailored Charlie's Angel who
carries an attache case instead of a .38-will
teach her sisters about the virtues of action,
as well as how to "network," cut deals,
make killings, be the boss and get to the top'
of the corporate heap.
The helpful tips our sisters in business.
provide are necessary, they. say, because
women face serious obstacles as they travel
the road to. success. First, they must
overcome their feminine' socialization.
Their upbringing has, sadly, made them
nurturers rather than predators and thus ill
suited for the· marketplace. More impor-
tant, women must also overcome the
Suzanne Gordon is associate editor of
Working 'Papers Magazine and author of
Off Balance: The Real·World of Ballet, to
bepublished. by.Pantheon. Reprinted from'
The Nation News Service.
scruples instilled by their feminist ed-
ucation for feminism and the radical
movements from which it sprang had little
positive to say about corporate America
and the power relations and values that
prevail therein. In the last 1960's and early
1970's, women who came to feminism from
the antiwar and civil rights movements
shared certain ideals and goals: they shared
the desire, as Eugene Debs so aptly put it,
"to rise with the ranks, rather than from
the ranks." Wealth, ambition, jockeying
for power, the subordination of one's
personal life to one's professional life and
the.delight in wielding authority-In short.:
precisely. what many women are now
choosing to pursue-~were not highly re-
garded. Now many of the same women
who once hoped to revolutionize the system
are being trained as its administrators, and
they need a corporate education as well as
an idealogy that will allow them to
reconcile the hopes of the past with the
realities of the present.
That is exactly what book after book and
article after article, not to mention the
myriad seminars on entrepreneurial
feminism, are offering them. To draw the
fainthearted or skeptical women into the
fray, these voices of corporate America .
start by calming her fear that she must
become a "company woman." The first
lesson the would-be-managerial woman
receives is that she can be totally committed
to both her sisters and- herself. For the
managerial woman will be less competitive
and callous, more humane and supportive,
than the managerial man.
"Today women managers are bringing Ii
new dimension to the administrative pro-
cess," writes Margaret Fenn - in In the
Spotlight: Women Executives'in a Chang-
ing Environment. "Women managers are
helping to move business toward the
adoption of an administrative philosophy
that provides the opportunity for all
members to participate and contribute their
skills and knowledge to the processes
affecting them." "Women," writes Nancy
Lee in Targetingthe Top, "have generally
trained themselves to pay close attention to
others in order to understand their motiv-
ations and predict what is apt to happen.
Intuition or accurately reading verbal and
non-verbal signals, coupled with genuine
concern for other people, are the great
stengths that women are bringing with them
.. into the organization.."
. 'Lest women worry that wielding power
will corrupt them as it has corrupted so
many men, Ms. magazine's recent issue on
. power reassures them that "the solidarity
fostered by the women's movement" is
"setting precedents for the next generation
and they (powerful. women) are creating a
reality, away to. think about and perceive
powerful.women, where before we only had
myths and caricatures."
The question is of course:' what kind of
reality, arc:. theSe women creating? Are
.Continued to pageJ •
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THOMAS DOLBY
The Golden Age of Wireless
DURAN DURAN c:.
Rio
Fealur e s Ih e hoI
HUNGRY LIKE THE WOLF
at Special Sale Prices
during the month of April
+Gwe the gift
of music.
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HOURS
M-F 11:00 a.m. -9:00 p.m.
Sat. i0:30 c.rn. - 6:30 p.m.
Sun. noon - 6:00'p.m.In Boise@
1222 Broadway ph.336-4122
By PacificN ews Radio
Ain't Gonna Study War
NoMo'
The movement against the nuclear arms
race is spilling over into the nation's college
c1ass~ooms. Schools across the country are
offering courses such as "Security in the
Nuclear Age': and "The Roots of Nuclear
Confrontation." As Seattle University
Professor Gary Chamberlain puts it, "We
have a military science program, why not
peace studies?" Not everyone isin favor of
the courses, however. University of
Washington Professor Herbert Ellison for
instance, regards them as a fad. "It '
reminds me somewhat of the more
extravagant environmentalism of the '60s,"
he says. But fellow faculty member Arthur
Lumsdaine feels an educated citizenry is
the country's best hope for averting nuclear
war. "Many people have the feeling that
what we do will be too little, too late, " says
Lumsdaine, "But some of us are not that
pessimistic." Seattle Post-Intelllgencer,
March 20.
Economic Summit
Seven heads of state will converge on
Williamsburg, Virginia, for an
international economic summit conference
next month. And the Reagan
administration has invited someone else:big_
business. The White House is trying to
convince American corporations to pick up
part of the tab for the 75-hundred officials
and reporters who are expected to attend
the three-day meeting. The payoff:
promotional opportunities for everyone
from General Motors to McDonald's and
Burger King. The head of one trade
association says White House Deputy Chief
of Staff Michael Deaver told him, "Fix up
your booths and make them as commercial
as possible-the media will be there." New
York Times, March 31.
To Sleep, Perchance
To Gene
If you're the kind of person who can't
wake up illthe morning, don't blame
yourself--blame your genes. Scientists are
now saying our sleep patterns may be
hereditary. Researchers at the University of
Florida found brainwave recordings of
identical twins showed the same patterns of
sleeping and dreaming. Tests on fraternal
twins-who have no more genetic similarities
than ordinary siblings-showed no such
correlation. They say that could mean that
how we sleep-and how.much sleep we
need--is genetically programmed from
conception. Psychology Today, April.
Shrinking Future
Human Psychiatrists'
Before long you may be telling your
problems to a machine instead of a
psychiatrist. Jonathon York, head of a·
Detroit guidance center, says that
computers already in use today could take
over 80 percent of a normal therapist's case
load. York says anyone with a problem
could just call up a microchip shrink which
would be programmed with his medical
history. The patient would attach
electrodes to his body, describe the
problem, and the machine would make a
diagnosis and prescribe the correct
medication. York says he understands that
many therapists might object to the idea,
but points out that technology would allow
that to treat ten times as many patients.
Detroit News, MarcH}7 .• <. " -
Nixon a Martyr?
.Watergate wasn't just a third-rate
burglary--it was a liberal plot to get rid of
Richard Nixon. That, at least, is what the
Soviet public is being told. A six-part series'
in a Russian weekly magazine attributes the
president's resignation to a plot by the
CIA and others who sought to discredit
Nixon's pursuit of detente with the Soviet
Union. Times of London, March 8.
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ASBSU Renort:
Fee Increases
andVo ..Tech
Hobos
Middle East
Continued 10 Page 8 •
Conference
by Gunnar Anderson
A packed house of about 1000 spectators
listened intently as former Senator Frank
Church extolled Israel's legitimacy not only
for the area they occupy, but also for its
attack on Lebanon at a conference on
International Issues in the Middle East held
its borders," said Church.
Church said that anarchy within Leban-
on justified Israeli moves on that war-torn
country.
"The chains of anarchy may be broken
within Lebanon and that country may be
freed at last from subjugation from within
and enabled once more to manage its own
affairs and live in peace with its neigh-
bors. "
Charge d'Affaires to the Egyptian
Embassy in Washington, D. C. Muham-
med Zobney disagreed with Church.
"The Israeli invasion of Lebanon gave'
ammunition to those who have claimed in
the past that Israel was not interested in a
peaceful solution," he said.
"The invll§!Qn tQ8.~h!rrwith the_Jn~g~gy.
of the massacres of Palestinian civilians in
Sabra and Shatilla also played into the
hands of people who claimed that the
Israelis wanted to destroy the Palestinian.
people," Zobney said.
Conference participants discussed Rea-
gan's Middle East peace proposals that
have come into the limelight over the past
couple of months.
"The President offers a plausible plan
taking care to balance Israel's undeniable
byTom Farley
The State Board of Education's proposal
to make increases iii tuition and fees
permanent, a $750 budget request from
Vo-Tech, a memorial fund for Matt
Holmes and a reallocation to KBSU to pay
for a defective fuse were the issues facing
the Senate last week.
Senator Scott Smith read a letter from
President Marlyss Fairchild concerning
increases in resident fees and non-resident
tuition. "At the times of these increases,"
read the letter, "I could not and did not
support the students accepting the re-
sponsibility of a shortfall which. they did
notcause." These increases were designed
to be only temporary, but through her letter
Fairchild made it known that the State
Board of Education plans to make these
increases permanent. She requested that the
Senate express opposition to this measure
in the form of a letter. The President's
report concluded with the appointment of
Craig A. Simmons to the post of ASBSU
Treasurer. The appointment passed un-
animously.
Former Senator Frank Church defends
Israel's invasion of Lebanon. Photo by
Russ Markus.
last week at BSU.
"No respectable government, I submit,
can indefinitely allow safe sanctuary to an
enemy shooting at its citizens just beyond Continued 10 Page 8 •
Legislative Benorn --,--- --,---__
Higher Co.st of Drinking, _
and Driving
by Iran Cheshire
.,------::--:-----:c-:-----------:-=-----------
The Idaho Legislature approved a new Cushman said. bill pending that will raise their tax four
driving under intoxicants (DUI) bill last When asked if the maximum penalty cents this year and two more cents next
week, but with the proposed gas tax hike, r would be fair for the first offender who for year. This will bring their tax to $.18.
the people of Idaho may not be able to; some reason the judge may not like, Bill Dunn of the Idaho Service Stations
afford to drink and drive. . i Paxman replied, "I know some judges here Association told the committee that 28
The Senate and House passed by in the state and they tend to be as fair as percent of Idaho's service stations have
unanimous consent Senate bill 1165 (S1165) . any judges inthe country. I believe they will gone under this past year and if H246
that raises the maximum penalties for look at the circumstances and 'not the passes it will make it even harder for them
DUI's. defendant's image." to stay in business. He continued that if
The bill is now in Gov. Evans hands and S1165 will go Into effect on July I of this H246 passes, the black market for gas from
according to his press secretary Jean Terra, year if it's signed by Gov. Evans. other states will increase.
"he'll sign it." The Senate Transportation committee "We have a black market now and this
According to Rep. Gary P-axman, Dist. approved House bill 246 (H246) concerning bill will cause it to grow substantially, we
30, the bill raises the first offense penalty gasoline tax to be sent to the senate floor simply won't be able to operate," Dunn
for a DUI to $1000 from the present $300 for amendment by a 54 vote. said of H246.
and the license suspension from 90 days to H246 will require a three cent tax hike on v , If the senate approves the amendment,
)80. For the second offense, the maximum a gallon of gas to be added to the current the bill will have to go back to the house
penalty will increase from the present six 12.5 cents tax. The committee is calling for before the session ends.
month jail term and six month license an amendment to. lower the added tax to
suspension to a one year jail term and the two cents.
same six month license suspension. A third Initially the committee voted 54 to shoot
conviction could bring a maximum $5,000 down a motion aimed at submitting the bill
fine and a five year prison sentence under fully intact to the full senate. In both
81165. Presently' there is the same prison motions, chairman of the committee; Sen.
sentence for the third offense but no fine. Reed Budge, Dist. 32, casted the tie
Paxman added that under this bill, if you breaking vote.
refuse to submit to a alcohol level test, you According to the bill's sponsor, Rep.
must turn over your license to the arresting John Sessions, Dist.31, the two cents is all
officer for 120 days. This action may be that is needed to match federal funds for
appealed in court. . highway construction if House bill 281,
If.you are convicted of driving with a relating to diesel tax. passes.
suspended license, you 'must serve a "We need this projected income to
mandatory two day jail term and for the match federal funds from their five cent tax
second offense it jumps to 20 days.If you hike on fuel," Sessions said.
are apprehended a third time it becomes a- , .He continued -that if the two .bills, are ':
felony that carries a maximum. fine of approved, it will bring an estimated $2:2
$3,000. Currently the same offense carries a million to city arid county highway main-
$300 fine. teriance, $5 million to county and highway
According to Rep. Toni Cushman, Dist, district construction, .and $5.5 million to
9, minors that are DUlunder this.bill can the state highway department.
be treated as an adult at the discretion of .' "This is enough to repair and maintain .
, the prosecutor. He addedthat there is also' our roads,".Sessions said. . "
a mandatory driviqg suspension for minors . According .to .a legislative hand-out,
of one year or until he/she reacheslll years surroundirig states have motor fuel taxes as
, of age, which ever is longer. foilows:. Montana-$.9; Nevada-$.12;:.Ore-
. "A minor is breaking two laws when. gon-$.08;Uiah~$.1l; Washington-sh;
picked "up for DUI, drinking and driving, Wyoming-$.08; ."
. and under age consumption of alcohol, '.', Sessions added that Washington has: a.
Mommy Can
College students who want to improve
their grades need only turn to mommy for
help. In recentexperiinents at UCLA,
'student~ expbstdtotbe"subltmh:ta1lnessage,
"Mommy and I are one," got significantly
higher .grades than a control group that
received a neutral message ("People are
walking"). The messages were flashed on
screens in theclassroom in four-millisecond
. exposures~too fast-to be noticed on a
:consciousleveI. According to UCLA's
Kenneth Parker, fantasies of oneness with.~lje"good mother of childhood" help
~ople cope .with ongoing unconscious _
conflicts. "Being less burdened," he notes,
"one can better-utilize resources on the task
at hand." Brain/MindBulletin, March 7.
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Education or Training
What is an' educated person today? Dr. Paul Bragdon, president
of Oregon's Reed College has for some time been asking that
question of the academic community.
In 1978 when Bragdon asked the saine question of his faculty,
Reed's Vice-President Provost and professor of philosophy, Marvin
Levich, responded: "While an educated person must be well-trained
in something, that is not enough to be educated. The more that is
required is understanding, in a reflective way, what one is doing and
the relationship between what one is doing and other fields ... A
person who does not know how this is done in different related fields
of inquiry.is not educated. At besi, the person is only well-trained."
A bit hostile? Yes, but a typical response from anyone .who's
encountered the 'trained' hoard of objective professionals,
specialists, and experts that litter this globe. These clones, children
of the academic community, have given us heartless health care, a
mindless military, and even the nuclear bomb.
Though not the only solution, the. academic community need not
remain a cause of the problem. When surveying the responses from
his faculty Bragdon noted that the one consistent theme among them
was their belief that education, not training, produces the educated
person.
Dr. Levich, in working with that theme further, asserted that the
issue wasn't "what education is" but rather "how to bring it
about." It seems the 'hows' of training, with its neat rows and
insatiable grade books, should differ greatly from the 'hows' of
education.
Should you wish to help determine the hows of education at BSU,
Reed's President Bragdon will speak on his enduring question next
Wednesday April 13 at 11:30 a.m, in the SUB's Big Four room. At
1:30 p.m.vBragdon's audience' will-break into small groups for
discussion of the talk and how the principles of the lecture might be
applied to practical changes in BSU's core curriculum.
There are enough Dr. Strangeloves in the world-your involvement
in creating an educating environment at BSU is encouraged.
Brad Martin, Co-editor
preclude preparation time for
defense. Despite this obstacle,
Marlyss Fairchild, Deanna
Weaver and myself plan to attend
the SBOE meeting in Moscow
Thursday to present what defense
we can. I would also like you to
consider some of the proposed
solutions before the president of
the University regarding the park-
ing problems: .
1.' Increase in the reserved
parking spaces from $40.00
to $52.00 per year.
2. Increase the price of general
stickers from $7.50 to $12
per year.
3. Turn half'the stadium into
general parking area and
charge $12.00 per year.
4.' Allow parking control to
to students.'
The State Board of Education is
~""1111!!!!!!!'!~+==--1 considering making the temporary
$50.00 fee increase passed last
summer a permanent fee increase.
This "temporary" means of
balancing the budget, has been
figured into most of the univer-
sity's budgets for .the upcoming
year. Like last year, the notice
that the State Board of Education
(SBOE) was going to be taking
this fee increase under consider-
ation was given to the students
with short enough notice to
Fee Increase
An open letter to the students
of Boise State University:
Thank you for your support of
Deanna and myself during the
past election and I hope that we
'live up to the positions you have
entrusted us with.
During the past election the
issues of higher fees and parking
charges were of primary concern
request arid have placed.
upon student records, holds
as well as have the avenue of
administrative withdrawals
on all students who do not
pay parking fines. (Pretty
strong for a company con-
tracted by the University,
who makes a profit on the
parking lots and who could
use the courts to get the fine
money).
5. Charge night students the
$12.00 per year to park on
campus at night.
How do you feel about those
proposals? Do you really think
they are in our best interests as
students? I hope that you will let
the student government as well as
the university administration {i.e.,
Asa Ruyle, Vice-President of
Financial Affairs, and President
Keiser) know your position on this
matter. If you continue to remain
silent about the goings on around
campus, the voice we have left will
be minimal at best.
I hope that you as students will
carefully consider what I have
said and take appropriate action.
I would recommend you write,
visit or phone the administration
of this campus or the SBOE and
voice your views and concerns on
this matter. Your input will show
to the State Board and this school
that you are not just numbers that
:generate revenue.
Richard K. lung
ASBSU Senator
Vice-President Elect
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futyourself
m his place.
Alone in the middle of the night. Facing an emer-
gency. And the only available telephone is out of
order.
Youwouldn't want to trade places with him.
But someday you may be forced to. Because no-
body bothered to tell us a phone was broken.
. This shouldn't happen to anyone. So please,
Write down the number of a damagedor out of
order pay phone. And report it at the first oppor-
tunity to our repair service. The number is listed in
the Customer Guide at the front of the White Pages.
We'll come out and fix the phone right away.
Before someone has a desperate need for it.
. Someone like you.
fur the way you live.
@
Mountain Bell
~'~.'~ •.• _~.~.jJJJ~I.'.'. }J : I. ;
"Women exercising their entrepreneurial skills ... arejoining the system, not changing it. "
"Women cannot live by the values pi radical leminism •. .tn the business world." _
Corporate Feminism
- Continued from Cover
women in business any different from their
male counterparts?
The' women's movement grew out of a
critique of male power and out of a close
accounting of the price men pay for their
dominant position. Feminists argued that
men have forfeited the ability to lead a life
that. can bring both personal and pro-
fessional fulfillment; feminism's promise
was a life that balanced love, friendship
and work. Yet the same corporate
feminists who spout volumes about the
need to combine personal and professional
fulfillment also write that the woman
manager must, like so many men before
her, subordinate the personal to the
professional. Margaret V. Higginson and
Thomas L Quick in The Ambitious-
Woman's Guide to a Successful Career
- make it quite clear that if a woman is to
succeed in business she must play by the
rules: "The separation of personal, private
self from public self may be distasteful but
most managers find it necessary. Man-
agerial performance requires that the
manager be where the action is. This
requirement may entail long hours, travel
movement outside work hours and public
review of one's action."
"Managerial performance" also - in-
volves making one's personal life serve
one's professional goals. "Your relation-
ships with former associates," says Hig-
ginson and Quick, "must reflect position
not emotion." "Women,"they complain,
"seem to have a special- problem in this
area. In the company cafeteria, for
example, they will sit down with other
women--even if these women are on a lower
job level, rather than joining the men who
are now their peers."
Margaret Fenn put it even more bluntly:
"Associations and friendships must reflect
managerial values. These imply a degree of
social distancing from subordinates." And
according to Gay Norton Edelman, in an
article on office politics, "The fact is, you
were hired to get the job done, not to win
friends; fulfill needs left from your
childhood or work out unresolved conflicts
from your past. You don't have to be a
cold fish or a cutthroat ... but it's good
politics to avoid becoming too people-
oriented. You don't want personal rela-
tionships in the office to harm your work
and career." In other words, the recog-
nition that we all need intimacy is not a
strength but a weakness, a holdover from
childhood that must be shed by women
seeking to take their places in the adult
world.
Thus friendships are inappropriate and
sticking together must give way to looking
out for number one, say the cop orate
Machiavellis. When one troubled executive
wrote to Savvy magazine's column "Ideas
and Strategies for Doing Better Business,"
she learned that better business is simply
business as usual. New to her company, she
had been beset by a gang of employees who
challenged her authority. What was Savvy's
solution? "Divide and conquer. The way
your gang is acting, the time for group talk'
is over. Now you must deal with each one
privately. You must make each see that her
future self-interest is linked to pleasing you
and not to pleasing others in the group."
In the same issue, a disgruntled employee
who had joined her co-workers to fight an
authoritarian boss was given similar coun-
sel: "You have probably already hurt
yourself by joining the' grumblers, but it's
still not too late to do what you should have
done in the beginning. Request a private
meeting and tell her you are committed to
working with her. As for your colleagues-
remember, old alliances often go through
radical swings during the first months
.under a new leadership .... One thing you
can depend on: Change at the top provides
opportunities for new alliances."
These new alliances, of course, should be
alliances with the powerful, and the effect
of them, is to maintain that power, not
redistribute it.' And so it is no surprise that,
'these books and articles place great
emphasis on the virtues of networking and
role-modeling. Indeed, the adoption of
networking by women in business has been
lauded as one of modem feminism's
foremost achievements. Women realized
that affirmative action suits would take
them only so far. What they needed was
contact with the rich and powerful, so they
began to form replicas of the "old boy
networks" through which powerful men
have traditionally passed on their. power to
a select few. As a result of these networks,
more women are now in, or near, positions
of power and can thus serve as role models
who, according to Ms., pave the road that
millions of other women will travel.
In reality, however, the relationships
cemented in the old girl networks are no
different from those the 'old boy networks
foster. For no matter which sex uses it, the
network is a vehicle for the advancement of
an elite. Moreover, the role-model concept
turns feminist politics into fantasy: women
cease to be the architects of radical vision
of the world and become spectators,
watching the drama of other women's
success.
The power of collective action, these
books and articles say, is no longer the
goal; corporate feminism seeks the legiti-
mation of the individual manager's power
over others. And so Fenn informs us:
, . <n'
An effective manager recognizes that
power and influence are parts of every-
'day life. It's true that all organizational
members are positioned in a hierarchy
which implies unequal power distribu-
tion. But such distribution emerges
l'i naturally from ideas about social organi ..
zation and behavior. As a condition of
employment employees accept 'as legiti-
mate the exercise of authority over areas
related to performance and are in-
different to the fact that they have the
ability to choose other alternatives.
If they're not worried about your author-
ity, why should you be?
The message of these self-help books is
expounded with great enthusiasm when
businesswomen gather to march off into
the corporate sunset. At the third Women
in Business Conference in New York City,
attended by 3,000 executives, entrepreneurs'
and owners of small and large businesses,
the participants were treated to seminars on
business skills that emphasized the virtues
of wealth and status. Women were not told
how to nurture their subordinates, how to
fight for the underprivileged or how to
imbue the corporation with radical feminist'
values. They were schooled in the arts of
adaptation.
In a seminar entitled "Dressing for
Success," women were taught that the way
they present themselves is no less important
than the business equipment they purchase.
Four panelists-Beverly Stephen, a syndi-
cated columnist for the New York Daily
News; Maria Rios, a psychotherapist; Ruth
McCarthy Manton, president of a design
management company; and Barbara
Munder, a high-level executive at McGraw-
Hill-explained that finding a' "self and
self-style" appropriate to the corporate
world involves change and risk. They also'
pointed out that one's clothes, like one's
friendships, must reflect managerial values.
"In corporate or financial institutions you
can 'show some individuality, but not too
much," Munder said candidly. "You can't
show too much individuality, not even at-
the top. I would never go into a
presentation without a suit."
While most of the conference partici-
pants were trying to make contacts, I talked
with Marie Robinson, who owns a business
and is an avid proponent of the corporate
feminist success gospel. I asked her if she,
thinks women function differently from
men in the business world. She answered
unequivocally in the affirmative: "W om- .
en's leadership style is to reach a consensus
rather than be authoritarian. My style is
generally to reach a .consensusvto build a
team.
"I think women generally.have tremen-
dous empathy for the women working
under them. They're part of the family
women create." This means, she elabo-
rated, that if you "make them feel they
belong," they'll be willing to work longer
hours without demanding overtime.
Grace Fippinger, a vice president at New
York Telephone and honorary chair of the
conference, amiably informed me that she
wants all women in business to consider
themselves part of ner team. But she feels
she has a responsibility only to women at
her own level. When asked if she thought
she should help her female subordinates
, advance, she was aghast: "I wouldn't treat
a woman who reports to me any different
than a man. That wouldn't be fair."
A reading of the literature on corporate
feminism and an examination of corporate
feminist values lead to one inescapable
conclusion: women exercising their entre-
preneurial skills, wielding power and
flexing their financial muscles are joining
the system, not changing it. Some women
have noted this with dismay and exhorted
feminists to return to their roots. In an
article in The New York Times Magazine,
for example, Anne Taylor Flemming
ruefully reported the sad fact that women
have not responded to success as feminists
had, hoped they would. On their "way to
the top," women are not being "as gentle
with one another as we once hoped we'd
be," she wrote, and recalled the promise of
feminism--that women would "be tender
with one another because our wombs had
somehow bequeathed us an extra empathy,
a kind of biologic tenderness." She doesn't
question the pursuit of careerist goals; she
merely seeks a "gentler jungle."
This Victorian vision of femininity is
precisely the vision that fuels corporate
"feminism. Femininity, the corporate femi-
nists argue, is a kind of armor that
magically protects women from the com-
promises the business world forces men to
make every day of their professional lives.
Because of femininity-sand corporate femi-
nism--women can enter that world and
remain pure; they can manage and admini-
ster without power corrupting them be-
cause it is the sex, not the system, that
determines what people believe and how
they act.
The reality, of course, is quite the
opposite. As these books and articles and
seminars show, it is the system, not the sex,
that determines values and behavior. For
centuries men have been in charge, and so
feminism has associated capitalism's ills
with masculinity. But putting a corporate
feminist in charge won't cure those ills;
she'll simply perpetuate. them-though her
rhetoric will be more gentle.
Women cannot do it differently because
they're not allowed to. They cannot live by
the values of radical feminism,(or any other
ism-except, of course, capitalism) in the
business world because no one in corporate
America has the freedom to live by values
other than those of corporate America. As
Barbara Munder said in her disquisition on
dress: women in business can't even escape
the uniform when they're on top. Osten-
sibly, she was referring only to appear-
ances, In fact, standardization in fashion is
indicative of a more extensive standardiza-
tion. When women--or men for that
matter--enter the business world, they must
shed their politics, their emotions and their
ideals, and they must standardize their
attire, their attitudes, their behavior and
even their skills.
Given the current state of the women's
movement and the fragmentation of pro-
gressive politics, this is hardly surprising. If
reform feminism had chosen to be an
aggressive partner in..a strong progressive
movement for broad social change, the
outlook would not be so grim. One could
safely cousel women to take their places at
all levels of economic and political life,
knowing that a political community would
reinforce their ideals, help them withstand
the institutional pressures to adapt to the
status quo and encourage action that might
lead to, ~I}!j.'lge~.\Yi.tI,ti,n.AIVerica's major
•• "institutioM." • " ., ....... - " •
Without such a movement, and in the
face of reformist feminism's affair with
careerism, .it is hard to imagine a scenario
other than the one thousands of women are
enacting today. For once collective ideals
are abandoned, everything else-the fine
feelings. and fond wishes-goes with' it.
Women must become company women
, because there is nothing left to be.
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Middle East Conference No Middle East peace treaty, or war forthat matter, can occur in a vacuum as the
United StatespainfulIy 'discovered during
the 1973 Arab oil embargo in which the
price of oil quadrupled seemingly overnight
and Americans sat in gas lines.
Recently, though, the price of oil has
- dropped. "You may have been told that the
energy crisis is over, it is not. It is merely
latent," warned Sen. James McClure,
Idaho's' senior' senator who chairs the
Senate Energy Committee.
Dr. Gregory Raymond warned that the
Israelis have or could have a nuclear bomb
within hours if they ever found themselves
losing in war.
The region is aglow, however, not from
destruction, but with renewed, hope that
Israel will find a way out of the Lebanese
labyrinth. Then King Hussein might join
the peace process started at Camp David
leading to the long sought settlement of the
Palestinian .issue and finally true peace,
said Sisco.
But these hopes still belie the larger
problems of the region like the Iran-Iraq
war, which could involve the superpowers
in that' area, concluded other conference
participants.
If you enjoy the great outdoors but
floating the Boise river puts you to sleep,
the BSU Kayak andRafting Club has just
the excitement you're looking for.
This two-year-old club with about 25
members has a fulI summer of white water
competition ahead of them. When its all
over, they will have faced kayakers from
throughout the northwest. Their season
begins on April 8-10, with the HelIs Canyon
trip. Following that competition, Boise
State will be co-sponsoring the Owyhee
River Float on the weekend of' April 24.
Other kayak and raft meets, otherwise
known as "white water rodeos", will
include the Bruneau River Float in the first
week of May, the Stanley White Water
Rodeo in early June, and.the Banks White
Water Rodeo in July.
Given the nature of the sport, the BSU
Kayak and Rafting Club doesn't belong to
a conference. College students from other
schools do compete in white water rodeos
in the region, but most kayak competitors
are not enrolIed in a colIege. There is team
and individual competition however, and
BSU Kayak and Rafting Club President
Tony Brennan said at any white water
event, there are "some people who are
extremely competitive." That competitive-
ness is bound to continue and intensify
according to club vice-president Mark
Palmer. Palmer 'describes kayaking "as-a
growing sport, .with a lot of boaters
around."
When those boaters do come around for
a white water rodeo, they find three
standard kayaking events known as the
, slalom gates, the down river race and the
free style to test their skills; Rafters on the
• Continued from page 3
WhiteWater Excitementsecurity needs against the unquenchablePalestinian claim-jherecognition of rights
now denied them," Church said.
"They (the Reagan proposals) were
based on the fundamental assumption that
Jordan and Israel have one thing in
common: that whatever arrangements ulti-
mately evolve in the West Bank and Gaza
be neither a threat eastward toward Jordan
nor a threat westward toward Israel," said
Mr. Joseph Sisco, former undersecretary of
state.
"Up to now, King Hussein has been
under a red-light from the other" Arabs with
respect to entering the peace process. He
seeks, a clear green light. King Hussein
cannot achieve a clear green light from a
divided Arab World," Sisco said.
"But what King Hussein can get, and in
my judgement already has, is a defacto
acquiescence 'of those' Arabs that are
committed to co-existence--that he can
proceed under a yellow caution light," he
said. '
by Gene .Haves
ASBSU Report Senator White made a motion to allocate
$500 from theKBSU donations fund to
cover the cost of replacing a defective
vacuum tube which passed unanimously.
A motion to allocate $50 from the
, administrative account to pay for a
memorial to Matt Holmes, a BSU freshman
who died recently, passed unanimously.
ASBSU'Treasurer gave his report, an-
nouncing that the F.A:B. had completed
it's 83-84 budget. Meyers reported that "it
turned out pretty good considering that we
have $40,000 less this year than we did last
year .,;" Meyers concluded his report by
claiming that "we are contributing more to
student organizations that realIy need the
money and we trimmed in places where it
was' excess."
• Continued from page 3
Ronnie Martinez of the Vo-Tech de-
partment proposed that the Senate approve
an F.A.B. allocation 'of $750 "for the
advertising committee for Vo-Tech on the
hobo march and the yard sale." Martinez
spoke briefly about the fund raising
project, claiming that "we are expected to
get at least almost $10,000 more than we
made last year and last year we made
$27,000." At the March 30 Senate Meeting
Senator Dennis White made a motion to
allocate $750 from balance to the Vo-Tech
department to cover the cost of advertising
the hobo march. The motion passed by roll
call vote.
S~ecial
Delivery.J
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other hand, focus their attention more on
the scenery than the river, but still compete
in a type of down river race thatresembles a
cross country event.
Kayak competition in the slalom gates,
down river and free style is scored on a
scale of 1-10, with combined and individual
scores -recorded in all' three events, The
slalom gates is run much like a skiing
slalom with kayakers passing through
different gates in the river. The down river
race is a long distance endurance event
which is run down a particular stretch of
water, while free style competition takes
place within a limited area in a given river.
Free style points are scored by performing
certain predetermined maneuvers.
BSU's Kayak and Rafting Club aren't
exactly household words and most, mem-
ber's learn about the club through scuba
diving, kayak or canoe courses offered at
Boise State. In fact, a kayak course or
previous experience is virtually necessary
for new members, although less experience
is needed for rafting.
Known to most people as a sport which is
more fun than work, kayaking or rafting
involves no small measure of danger or
excitement. Brennan said, "The sport has a
good danger potential and one must be very
careful and always survey a river before
getting in." Although hypothermia and
drownings do occur with any water sport,
few kayakers and rafters "get hurt when
they're extremely careful," according to
Brennan.
Excitement and danger mayor may not
be what you are looking for in a sport, but
for the BSU Kayak and Rafting Club, being
bored is no fun.
The Student Activities Offiece is pleased to announce
they are accepting appucations for the position of
Student Coordinator
of the
Notional Student Exchange Program
QUAIJACATIONS
Must be a BSU Student with Junior or Senior standing
2.5 or above GPA
RESPONSI B1UTIES
Initiates all NSE publicity on campus
Counsels exchange students
Conducts informative meetings for NSEapplicants
Answers.au. NSE correspondence ' ' ,
Cdn'dyCfs' all cay-lei-day operations .• " ' ,
APPOINTMENT
12 month appointment
$125.00 per month
15-20 hours required per week
APPLICATIONS
Applications may be picked up ~returned to
Denny Freeburn. 2nd floor of the Student Union
385-1223. Deadline for consideration of position
is April 15. 1983
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BSU
University
News Editor
Josephine A. Jones, a BSU
business major and former report-
er for The 'Idaho World, Idaho
City, has been named' 1983-84
editor of the BSU student. news-
paper The University News,
.Jones' appointment was an-
nounced this week by the newspa-
per's advisory board. She sue:
ceeds Brad Martin, a senior BSU
psychology major, who has been
editor of the academic year week-
ly for the past two years. Jones is
currently co-editor and has
worked with the University for the
past year as resource librarian and
typesetter. In 1979 she was a
typesetter and reporter for the
Idaho World, Idaho City.
Geology Symposium
Geologists and engineers from
across- Idaho will convene at the
Holiday Inn in Boise April 7-8 for
the 20th annual Engineering, Geo-
logy, and Soils Symposium, co-
sponsored by BSU. Thesympo-
sium runs from 8:40 a.m, to 5
p.rn. Thursday, April 7, and from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m, Friday, April 8.
Registration fee is $50. Options'
are a banquet at $11 and luncheon
at $6. University students are
invited to attend the symposium
at no charge. Luncheon tickets for
students are available at $6. The
symposium includes sessions on
seismicity of southwestern Idaho,
exploration of a site in southeast-
ern Alaska; and catastrophic
floods in the Pleistocene Age. The
symposium.is co-sponsored by the
Idaho Transportation Depart-
ment, Division of Highways,
Boise State University, Idaho
State University, and the Univer-
sity of Idaho. For more informa-
tion, call Tri Buu (cq) at 334-5253.
Conservation
BSU will present a free work-
shop on Electrical Energy Con-
servation Thursday evenings,
April 7 through April 28, from
7-10 p.m. Topics discussed will
include electrical load- manage-
ment, rate schedules and billing,
deferrable loads, light sources,
and retrofit opportunities. The
workshop is sponsored by the
School of Vocational Technical
Education hi cooperation with the
Idaho Office of Energy and The
Idaho State Board for Vocational
Education, and is paid for by a
grant from the Department of
Energy. The workshop will be
held in the Mechanical Tech-
- nology Building at BSU, 1505
Bronco Lane, Room·102. Those
wishing to attend should' call
385-197,4 for a reservation ...
SBOE
The State Board of Education
plans to discuss various ways to
allocate Fiscal Year 1984 funding
among 'the state's higher educa-
tion institutions when it meets
April 7-8 at Moscow. The meet-·
ing, open to the public, will be
held at the Galena Room of the
Student Union Building at the
University of Idaho, Sessions will
begin at 8:30 a.m, both days.
Higher education matters include
a request from Boise State Univer-
sity to change the names of its
primary academic units from
"Schools? to "Colleges." Public
hearings on a proposal to increase'
student fees and tuition effective
next fall will take place on
Thursday at 2:30 p.m, If the
proposal is approved, the Board
will make permanent the increases
adopted on an emergency basis
one year ago. Another hearing is
scheduled on a BSU proposal to
increase its housing and food
service rates.
George's
Lightweight
MIDNIGHT
MOVIES!
NOW YOU CAN CHOOSE
FROM 3 FR!. & SAT. .Bicycles
HEAUYMETAL
FEATURING SONGS BY
BLACK SABBATH
BLUE OYSTER C(JLT
CHEAP TRICK Boise's Oldest
PEUCiEOT
Dealer
"Night of
the Living
Dead" 1119 Broadway
343-3782
1982 New Condition Peugeot P8
Was $200 00 Now $18400 ~
BSU Students
Three BSU students were
honored for their service at the
annual Student Recognition Din-
ner March 8. The Associated
Student Body award was given to
Tom Beeler who has served as
student assistant to Student Union
Director Dennis Freeburn. Lisa L.
. Donnelley was presented with the
SUB Director's Award by Free-
burn for her work as chairman of
the Student Programs Board and
on other student committees. This
year's President's Award went to
Arlene O. Nilo for her efforts
since 1978 in originating and
organizing the annual BSU Inter-
national Students Food, Song and
Dance Festival, as well as her
membership on other student
committees. Nilo "has done a
tremendous service for. us all in
heightening campus .and com-
munity awareness of the cultural
variety and talent existing among
international students," Keiser
said ...
GLOBAL
TRAVEL SERVICE
.. Airline Tickets .. Cruises .. Tours 1(..Car Rentals .. Hotel Reservations
Nowopen intheBSU
Student Union Building
.342-5625 NO CHARGE FOROUR
SERVICEInternational
Student Fair
Important general meeting this
Friday, April 8 at 4 p.m. in LA
209. Matters pertaining to the,
BSU International Cultural Fair
and Festival will be discussed.
Those who are or will be partici-
pating in these events must attend.
Other interested students are
welcome.
Freeze Lobby
The March 7-8 Citizens Lobby
for a Nuclear Weapons Freeze in
Washington. DC brought 5,000
people to town from throughout
the U.S. Approximately 885,000
proxies, calling for a freeze, were
turned in at the lobby. Two
Idahoans, Bill Chishplm of Buhl,
Continued to page 10 •
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FREE
TOPPINGS
Try Our Slice of Pie Lunch Special
(Slice of Cheese Pie & Sodo or Beer)
Receive 1 Free Topping
One Coupon per slice per person
Valid Only Between 11 am - 4 pm Weekdays
Must Present This Coupon $1.25
Offer Expires
May 7, 1983
_ 375-2317,~' 8565 FAIRVIEW AVE.):
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Freeze Lobby
e continued from page 9
"
and Rev. Michael Carrier- of '
Ketchum. traveled to D.C. They
met with our Congressional dele-
gation to urge them to support a
bi-lateral freeze on nuclear
weaponry and to stop efforts to
site a weapons. material pro-
duction reactor (the NPR) at
INEL. ..
The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise State
University. Contributions
and advertising are
solicited; the editors
reserve all rights. Offices
.are located on the 2nd
floor of the SUB. Hours's
a.m. to 5 p.rn. Monday
thru Friday. 385-1464.
Get a full year of The
Uninrsity Newsfor i6.,
Ailow 2 weeks for
delivery. The University
News,191OUniversity ,
Drive, Bolse.Tdaho
83725.
Name:
Address:
Idaho
Peace Week
. Jobs With Peace Week Reso-
lution, H.R. 46. "We cal1 upon
the United States Congress to
make more money available to
jobs and programs-In education,
transportation, housing, health
care, human services, and other
social1y productive industries by
significantly reducing the amount
of our tax dol1ars spent on nuclear
weapons, foreign military inter-
vention, and wasteful military
programs; these policies will pro-
.m()t.La. .. !!ealt~y economy, t!:!!~.
national security, and jobs with
peace." Similar referenda were .
supported by 67 percent of the
voters in over 50 cities in Novem-
ber 1982. Call or write Larry
Craig and George Hansen and ask
them to support this resolution ...
Scholarships
Application forms are available
in the BSU Financial Aid Office,
Administration Building, Room
117 for the Elk's Rehabilitation
Hospital Auxiliary Scholarship,
amount varies, deadline 4/15/83;
AAUW-Mini-Cassia Branch, for
$200, deadline 4/19/83;' Home-
builders Association of SW Idaho
Scholarship, for $500, deadline
4/30/83; Boise Syringa Chapter
of American Business, Women's
Association Scholarship, deadline
4/30/83; March of Dimes Health
Careers Award, amount varies,
deadline 5/6/83; Caldwel1 Memo-
rial Hospital Auxiliary Scholar-
ship, amount varies, deadline
6/15/83.. .
Passive Solar
The IDWR Energy Extension
Service centers have scheduled
five low cost solar domestic hot
water systems seminars sponsored
by Idaho Power Company next
month. There is no charge. Dur-
ing the seminars, siting, sizing,
construction, safety, building
code restrictions of solar hot
water systems will be discussed.
All classes will be conducted from
7 to 10 p.m.: April 11 Boise, BSU,
Vocational Building, Room V-
207, 1402 University Drive ...
Chautauqua
The University of Idaho Dept.
of Wildland Recreation Manage-
ment has revived the Chautauqua
concept. Dept. Head James R.
Fazio writes in the introduction to
the course catalog, "What we
propose is to bring the campus to
the field ... we offer courses ... asa
. means of. updating, upgrading
professional skill levels and stim-
nlating the, exchange of ideas."
The Chautauqua catalog lists over
,40 courses directed toward meet-
ingvthe challenges of effective
communication, citizen involve-
ment, and recreation resource
management. Drawing on the
faculty's wide international ex-
perience, the',Chautauqua also
offers travel features. For a
-catalog Ii$,tingfaculty and courses
arid containing arrangement of
Continued to page 12 .e
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Eleven Tvrelated subjects
land inexcusable puns) are
hidden In the cup at the right.
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Cosa Blanca
Re!itauranH:antina
Next to the
Hibachi Restaurant
~ - .
",.mtmdR·lit4.MII\
Fresh Corn Tortillas rolled and
slufled wtth Beel, covered with
Ranchero Sauce; Monterey Jock
Cheese' and Sour Cream. Served
with Spanish Rice and P"fried Beans.
11 :00- 1 1:UU Daily
5200' Fairview Sfluare
New Careers
Inc.
Hair Qesign
Training Centre
2202 Broadway
,.
HAIRCUT SPECIAL
·S2.00.·... ~Expires5/1/83
.1;
Solution
Intersections
The Intersections puzzle
featured four Mustang-
Mercedes combinations that
are not interchangeable.,
(Their directions differ.)
The following solutions got
you through:
1-4 10·7
2-i8 11·17
3·16 12·8
4-1 13·5
5-13 14-6
6-14 15-9
7-10 16-3
8-12 17·11
9·15 18-2
1978 Kawasaki 650, Windjammer, new
battery, cruise control, rack, $1~75.
343-1692.
Clean, quiet house. North End $65.00
plus utilities: 345-4675.
Travel Adventure: Seeking female com-
panion for 2 months European travel
beginning June by train, bicycle, foot. Stay
in pensions, hostels. Travel. light, in-
dependent, inexpensive. See cities, villages,
culture. Call Shawna 336-1666 day, 322-
8202 or 345-1475 nights.
Complete tax preparation. Free initial
consultation. David 344-1468 appt.
"Well, I'Ye been In three or four documentaries, two
feature IIIms and loads of commercials, of course.
Mostly as 8 dog."
• .~
DosLl.A.T ..... S)'l'ld
• •
;....
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Yard work: mowing, pruning, planting,
and general hauling. Horizons Unlimited.
appt.- 344-1468;,
I
I.:
T
For Sale - 1975 VW Rabbit. First offer
over $1600. Brad at 385-1464 or 345·7825.
A young basketball player
stands up for his beliefs
and beats Iheliercely
cornpet lttve and corrupt
, .CDllege-spOrls. sys\e,m,', .
- ·'Br1sk·tlCllr'ltlld, VGrPfllhnY • ~
::nd grelllly engaging' If ,'Ou .
like 'ROCKY', YOU'll find a
OOole lot 10 ,like In ONE ON
ONE..... CHARLES .-
CHAMPLIN. L.A. TIMES
"A MUST SEE r'
RONA BARRETT,
ABC';. TV
Friday & Sunday
7 p.rn.Ada Lounge
$2.50 General Adrnlsslon
~$1 Full time student
.,' with activity card
;~ IJ I
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Newsbriefs Tobacco ary and Secondary Education.
The Indian education programs;
The National Tobacco Council currently funded at $67' million,
isa new policy group that includes would be reduced by $16 million
' members from all segments of the in the current fiscal year, accord-
tobacco industry.' According to ing to.' the administration's, pro-
Corporate spending for re- the Tobacco Observer, it "will posal. They would be brought
search and development has risen Non ..Smokers 'serve as a forum for consideration down to only $1.2 million in fiscal
more rapidly than has federal of legislative and regulatory issues 1984, with that money only to
funding (and faster than the rate The' portions of the Federal and for mobilizing' support for "close-out prior year grants" and
of inflation). Thus, though pri- Trade Commission (FTq report common concerns." Any idea allow for a final meeting of the
vate sources accounted for only on how the tobacco industry what those common concerns Indian Education Advisory
about half of all R&D spending manipulates the public were not might be? I... Council. The two migrant ed-
in the mid-1960's, they now included in the public part of the ucation programs the president
account for more than half, report. The confidential sections suggests should, be eliminated are
according to data from the can now be obtained for $6 from Education Budgets the high school equivalency pro-
National Science Foundation. For Californians for Nonsmokers' gram and the college assistance
1983, projections by the NSF, the Rights, 2054 University Avenue, Reagan's fiscal 1984 budget migrant program that give funds
Battelle Institute, and others in- Suite 500, Berkeley, CA 94704. proposes the phasing out of to colleges and universities for
The Third World and' Eastern dicate a further increase in real The public part of the "Staff Indian education programs fund- services' provided migrant stu-
Europe are InterFuture's top private spending. But industry Report on the Cigarette Advertis- ed under the Department of dents in helping' them gain high
priorities as it makes more coun- still is only a relatively minor ing Investigation, May 1981" is Education and the elimination of school equivalency certificates
tries available for individual study source of funds for university 'available from the FTC, Washing- two migrant education programs and in easing their transition to
projects by undergraduates from scientific research. According to a ' _ ton, DC 20580... funded by the Office of Element- college ...
U.S. universities and colleges. ~-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;."'--!ljI;;;;;•••••••• ~~~~"'~~~iliiiiiiiii-1Kenya, Nepal, and possibly Hun- I
gary will be available for 1984 IF
Scholars, and Nigeria is receiving
its first IF researchers this sum-
...mer. Poland, temporarily closed
to IF Scholars last year, may be
reopening soon. Established IF
locales are Belgium, Britain, Ire-
land, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Mex-
ico, Netherlands, and West
Germany, For more information
write to InterFuture, 150 Nassau
Street, Suite 1538, New York,
New York 10038, (212) 964-
8861 ...
Chautauqua
• Continued/rom page 10
details, please write or call Dr.
James R, Fazio, Dept. of Wild-
.Iand Recreation Management,
University of Idaho, Moscow, ID.
83843, 885-7911...
Nation, ~ I"Y. ; Ii
\ .... )... '
'.:", InterFuture's
Scholarships
The School for Field Studies,
America's national organization
for training students in the en-
vironmental sciences, still has
scholarships available for research
expeditions this summer. Re-
search teams will be going to Cape
Cod, the Andes in Chile, the
Austrian and Swiss Alps, and
possibly, Mount St. Helens.
Courses arc taught in the field at
both introductory and advanced
levels for both science and non-
science majors. For information
write the Director of Admissions,
School for Field Studies; 50
RENT IT
QUIK
: TV& APPUlNCE :
• TV-STEREO-VCR- f
• WASHER & DRYERS - f
• REFR. - MICROWAVE •
• - DISHWASHER f.
RENTTO OWN
By Day, Week, Mo,
• NO DEPOSIT •
• CREDIT APPR()VEO IN STORE •
• DELIVERY •
• 5263 EMERALD •
• ,376-7830 ••••••••••••
Western Avenue/Room 3-D:
Cambridge, MA 02139 .. ;
R&D
'study reported at a Philadelphia
meeting in December, corporate
sources make up only about 4
.percent of the total university
scientific research budget.
(fJPlanned
Parenthood
offers confidential
services:
birth control
pregnancy tests & counseling
annual exams
vasectomies
affordable prices- evening and day 4?lInlcs
Call 345·0760
'Thisis Your Chance' to be Part of the
Newest Fraternity at BSU,. ,
Phi Sigma Kappa
It
86 E. Fairview :
Meridian, Idaho •
(Cherry Plaza Shopping Center) :
888-615Z and •
590 E. Boise Ave. •
(Easlgage Shopping Plaza) •
344.0515 •
• •• STUDENT SPECIAL •• •
• Student Special Includes: •
• • $49.95 Lifetime Membership for $14.95 •
• (Must Have Activity Card) •
: • Membership good across the Nation. :
: Your Lifetime Membership Entities You to: :• •• • Movie Rentals for $3/day •
• • $1 per each additional day Mon.-Thur. •
• • Video Players for $5.95/aay Mon.-Thur. On •
• Frl.& Sat. $8.95/day (Includes free movie) •
• • A full line of movies to choose from •
• e Sun. 15 a free day on all Sat. rentals ii
• • 10 percent discount on Video equipment •
• • Any purchase enters you In our drawing for a •
• FREE VCRI :.I-----.....-~~~~~~-------I• ••••• ······COUPON ••••••••••• :
• •: Gooclfor I FREE Movie :
: with Your M~"ershlp :• •: expire. 5/14 :• •.....~...............•..•.......
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WANTED WANTED
~-LK
People Interested In
Being Part of a National
Fraternity on Campus
it:
Call Jerry at 336-4296
Colonial Natural
Foods
~~ presents ~~
Shelly Gruwell
and
D~nnis Tinerino,
World Class Bodybuilders
To Conduct A Seminar
And Posing Session
APRIL 15-
Capital High Auditorium.
7:0'0 .. 10:00 p.m.
V.I.P. Reserve Seating Available
$~~so~PWs A~O '$17.00 Rows-E..j
General Admission at, Door
$12.00
$1.00 Discount w /Student I.D.
Colonial Natural Foods'
4618 w. StateCollistel"Sllopping Center
,-
